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AB .TRACT 

The re carch objecthe for the stud.> \\Crc to as:>e medical doctor!)· perceptions and 
attitude:> to\\nrds generic drug~ a\uilnble at the Aga Khan Univcrsit) Hospital and to 
e tabli h the factors ''hich intlucnce the prescription of generic drug~. The finding~ ''ould 
benefit a number of group~ or people/s~.:ctors. I hcsc include the go\ernment. manufacturers 
of generic drugs. Kenya Medical Association and the general academia. 

The study emplo)ed a descripthe research design. A descriptive research collects data and 
characteristics about the population or phenomenon being studied. The population for the 
study comprised medical doctors ''ho ''orked at the Aga Khan l.iniversit) llospital. Nairobi. 
A comenicnt sample of 33 completed a semi-structured questionnaire. Part A of the 
questionnaire gathered data on the proftle of the respondents. Part 0 and C elicited 
information that addre~sed research objecti,es ofthe stud). 

Data anal.>sis invohed editing. tabulation and computation of descriptive statistics using the 
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPS ) and the Microsoft Excel Spreadsheets 
Application. All the respondents indicated that the) had recommended usage of generic 
drugs before, with 60% of the doctors indicating that the)' had made a prescription for a 
generic drug on the particular day the: ''ere completing the questionnaire. 

The attitudes and perceptions based on product benefits rc,ealed that the respondents to a 
large extent (mean score of 4 on a scale ranging from I to 5) agreed that generic drugs are 
cost effective. of high qual it). and arc as effective as the branded drugs. I he on I) benefit 
aspect that they moderate!) (mean score of 3) agreed to ''as "ith packaging materials. The 
research results therefore general!) renccted the common practice in the marl.eting of generic 
drugs. Generic drugs are also pcrcei\,ed to be frequent!) (mean score of 3) as effective as. but 
much cheaper than. brand-name drugs. 

In terms of place (distribution) aspects. the respondents to a large extent (mean score of 4) 
agreed that generic brands penetrated the pharmaceutical market due to aggressive 
marketing. The respondents to a larger extent (70%) agreed that generic drugs are cheaper 
than branded ones '"'hile they moderate!) (60~o) agreed that generic drugs offer value for 
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monc)o. Of the' arious promotion acth ities used to promote generic drugs. free samples were 
u ed to a large extent. foJio,,ed b) sponsorships. II owe' cr. \\rite-ups and advenising ''ere 
u ed to a moderate extent. 

Hospital formula!). experience ,.,.ith a particular drug. origin of a particular drug, insurance 
co,erage of the patient. and patients' O\\ n inclination "ere considered to influence the usage 
of generic drugs to a large extent. Overall, it can be argued that the organizations to a 
modemte e\.tent influence the prescription of drugs. 

Since the current stud) was based on respondents \\Orking at the Aga Khan University 
llospita l in Nairobi the results might not be entire!; representative. Therefore a much broader 
research should be conducted in other hospitals to determine whether the same results would 
be found. 
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CH APTER 0 .E 

INTRODLCTION 

1.1 Background 

Since the introduction of generic drugs to the pharmaceutical market a sometimes emotional 
debate exists "hether the) are \\ell-imestigated and of high qual it). There is some 
uncertainty about "'hether e\ idcnce of bioequivalence is enough to guarantee efficacy and 
safet)' of generic drugs. Some physicians ask the question if competent authorities are able to 
ascertain that the pharmaceutical quality of generics is ac<;£1if-able. Doctors and patients 
sometimes are ill at ease about the interchangeability of innovator and generic products 
(Saudi. 2008). 

Generic substitution has become a common practice since the late 1970s in the United States. 
At that time, many of these generics caused bioavailability problems. which fuelled 
suspicions about their efficacy and safet); and also raised questions on the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) standards for bioequivalence. 

For most drugs, current bioequivalence testing generally enables clinicians to routinely 
substitute generic for innovator products. Published findings, however, suggest that certain 
drugs may not be ideally suited for generic substitution when a patient is already on that 
drug. These are the so called critical dose medicinal products (drugs with a narrow 
therapeutic range). When starting a ne\\ therapy with any generic drug, however, its 
similarit) to the inno,ator drug in terms of efficac). safct} and quality is guaranteed 
(Stoppler and Barbra. 2009). 

The patent protection of pharmaceuticals in Kenya is based on the African Regional 
Industrial Property Organization (ARIPO) patent system. Kenya's patent laws have been 
revised from the traditional British based format to the ARIPO system, which was created by 
the Lusaka agreement in 1976. Additionally, the Kenyan government passed the Kenya 
Industrial Property Bill in 200 I. This bill allows Kenya to import and produce more 
affordable medicines for HIV/A IDS and other diseases. Other players in the sector include 
the National Hospital Insurance Fund fNHIF), and Health Management Organizations 



(HMO ). Established in 1972. The NIIIF b Kenya's single large t financier of health 
sel"\ ices span from the Government. H~10-. on the other hand nrc health in urancc agencies 
that pro' ide heath facilities and ~en icc~ to registered member nt a fee. Kenya is estimated to 
ha\e about 10 large and medium si.ted liMO . \\hO bct\\ccn them support about 200.000 
medical!) co,ered persons. 

1.1.1 The concept of attitude 

There are many definitions of attitude. For example Katz ( 1970), defines attitude as 'the 
predisposition of an individual to evaluate some S}mbol or object or aspi.!Ct of his/her \\Orld 
in a favorable manner·. There are three main elements of attitude that provide a basis for 
various theorists to focus on. These are the cognith e component (bcliefsfkno'' ledge): 
affective component (feelings) and the cognitive component (behavioral). 

In other \\Ords \\C believe know (cogniti\c component) something. for example, rcc}cling is 
good for the environment. We also believe that looking after the environment is a good thing. 
This fonns our positive feelings (affect) towards rec}cling behavior. We are therefore more 
likely to intend to engage in recycling behavior (cognitive factor) and ultimately to engage in 
the behavior itself (l indsa} and Norman. 1977). 

Attitude models often record behavioral intentions rather than actual behavior. One of the 
purposes of research is to assess ho'' people will beha'e in the future. for example in 
response to new stimuli such as additional resources help lines. clinics, etc. One of the 
problems, ho\\ever. is that reported behavioral intentions often don't match up to actual 
behavior. 

'Attitudes' therefore is one of the most important phenomena that a social marketer needs to 
understand. Understanding attitudes however is not a straightfol"\vard issue as there is much 
disagreement about the nature of attitudes, how they are formed, and ho'' they determine our 
beha" ior. Attitude theory research is a ke) focus for consumer behavior theorists and derives 
from the field of psychology (Lindsay & Norman, 1977). 
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1.1.2 The Concept of Con umcr Bcha,ior 

Belch and Belch (2007) define consumer beha\ ior as 'the process and activities people 
engage m \\hen searching for. ,eJecting. purchasing. using. e\aluating, and disposing of 
products and sen ices so as to satisfy their needs and desires. Consumer behavior is the study 
of, .. hen. ''h). ho''. and "here people do or do not bu) a product. It blends clements from 
ps}chology, sociolog}. social anthropolog) and economics. It attempts to understand the 
bu}er's decision making process. both indi' iduall) and in groups. It studies characteristics of 
individual consumers such as demographics and behavioral variables in an attempt to 
understand people's \\ants. It also tries to assess influences on the consumer from groups 
such as family, friends, reference groups, and society in general. 

Consumer behavior study is based on consumer buying behavior, with the consumer playing 
the three distinct roles of user, payer and buyer. Relationship marketing is an influential asset 
for consumer beha\ ior analysis as it has a keen interest in the re-discovery of the true 
meaning of marketing through the re-amrmation of the importance of the consumer or buyer. 
A greater importance is also placed on consumer retention, customer relationship 
management, personalization, customization and one-to-one marketing. Social functions can 
be categorized into social choice and wei fare functions (Kibcra and Waruingi, 1998). 

Consumer behavior is influenced by demographics, psychographies (lifestyle), personality, 
motivation, knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, and feelings. Understanding consumer behavior 
itself deals with the ultimate objective of designing consumer actions aimed at satisf) ing 
needs of every individual. On the other hand, external influences on consumer behavior 
include culture, sub-culture, locality. royalty, ethnicity, family. social class, reference groups. 
lifestyle, and market mix factors (Kibera and Waruingi. 1998). 

1.1.3 The concept of customer perception 

According to Lindsay & Norman ( 1977). perception is the process b}' \\hich organisms 
interpret and organize sensation to produce a meaningful experience of the world. Sensation 
usually refers to the immediate, relatively unprocessed result of stimulation of sensory 
receptors in the eyes. ears, nose, tongue, or skin. They continue to assert that perception, on 
the other hand, better describes one's ultimate experience of the world and typically involves 
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further proce~sing of sensory input. In practice. sensation and perception arc virtually 
impossible to cparatc. because the) are part of one continuous proce . 

Lindsay & Norman ( 1977). thus C(mclude that perception in human~ describes the process 
\\hcreb) cnsor) stimulation i!\ tmn latcd into organized experience. rhat experience. or 
percept. is the joint product of the stimulation and of the proce'>S itself. Because the 
pen.:eptual procc'>s is not itself public or directly obscn able (except to the pcrcei\ cr himself: 
''hose percepts are ghen direct!} in experience). the \alidit) of perceptual theories can be 
checked onl) indirectly. 

Consumer perception is a ke) factor in the development of product strategies, as consumers 
\\ant to evaluate a product or service along several levels. The bac;ic characteristics of a 
product are inherent to its generic version and are defined as the fundamental advantages that 
the product can offer to a consumer. Generic products can be made distinct b) adding 'alue 
through e:\tra features. such as qualit)' or performance enhancements. The final level of 
consumer perception involves augmented properties. '' hich offer less tangible benefits. such 
as customer assistance, maintenance services, training. or appealing payment options. In 
terms of competition '' ith other products and companies. consumers greatly value these 
added benefits when making a purchasing decision. making it important for manufacturers to 
understand the notion of a "total package·· when marketing to their customers. For example, 
when manufacturing automotive parts, a high-performing product will provide the customer 
base with basic benefits, while adding spare parts, technical assistance, and skill training will 
otTer enhanced properties to create a total package \'vith increased appeal to consumers. 
(ww v • .thomasnct.com) 

1.1.4 Conventional and Alternative Medicine 

Conventional western medicine is organ itcd around the rheory of Oi~eases. \'vhich belie\l:s 
that a person becomes sick because he or she contracts a disease. In this model. each disea!>e 
is seen as an independent entit) \vhich can be full} undcr::.tood without regard to the person it 
affiicts or the environment in which it occurs. Conventional treatments are treatments of 
diseases. not of people. Most of the drugs employed in conventional medicine are designed to 
act as chemical strait jackets, preventing the cells of the body from performing some function 
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that ha become hyperacthe. The side effects of these drug are a direct extension of their 
<~cti• n~ and rna) be fat:JI. 

Altemati\e S)Stcms of healing supply a pcrspccthc that can help to reH:rsc the "one size fits 
all" philosoph) of comcntional medical practice. All ahemnthe S)~tcrns of healing. ancient 
or modem. "hare one common charactcri ... tic ''hich separates them from comcntional 
We•aem medicine. ·y he) all approach sickness as a d) namic C\ cnt in the life of an indi-. idual. 
a problem of balance and relationship. the result of dishannony bet,,een the sick person and 
his or her em ironment. This approach to understanding illness is called biographical. 

1.1.5 Branded and Generic Drugs 

A brand is the sum of all characteristics. tangible and intangible. that make an offer unique 
and therefore desirable to the targeted consumer O\Cr the competition. It is considered to be 
the energy of a cornpan) and this. in eOect. dictates its personality. It not only tells us what a 
compan) is and ''hat it does. but also distinguishes one organization from another. B) its 
brand. a company communicates a clear message to all its stakeholders and it is therefore of 
utmost importance that this message targets its audience in a manner that C:\Ceeds 
expectations (lntcrbrand, 2006). rhe American Marketing Association (AMA) defines a 
brand as a "name. term, sign. S}mbol or design. or a combination of them intended to identify 
the goods and services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those 
of other sellers." 

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines a generic drug as a pharmaceutical product. 
usuall) intended to be interchangeable with an innovator product that is manufactured 
without a license from the innovator company and marketed afier the e\pif) date of its patent 
or other exclusive rights. Branded medication on the other hand derives it definition from the 
fact that a brand name is a name given to a drug b)' the manufacturer. The use of the name is 
reserved exclusivel) for us O\\ ncr (Aaker, 1991) 
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1.1.6 The Pharmaceutical Sector in Kenya 

The pharmaceutical sector in Ken) a consists of three segment!> namely the manufacturers. 
distributors and rctuilcrs. All these play a major role in supporting the country's health sector. 
'' hich is estimated to ha\ e about 4.55 7 health facilities countr~ \\ide. 

Ken) a has l':ational policies that guide hcalthcare and pharmaceuticals. 1 he Kcn)a Health 
Po he~ Frame" ork ( 1994) sets out the policy agenda for the health o;cctor up to the )ear 20 I 0. 
To operationalize this framework paper. the r-.:ational llcalth Sector Strategic Plan (NIJS~P. 
1999-200-1) \\as developed in 1994. The tasks specified in the plan include: Strengthening of 
the central public policy role of the Ministry of llcalth; Adoption of an c:\plicit strateg) to 
reduce the burden of disease: Definition of an essential cost effective healthcare package: 
Emphasis on decentralization of healthcarc delivery through redistribution of health services 
to rural areas: Spedal focus on essential key priority packages based on the burden of disease 
and the required support systems to deliver these services to Kenyans. 

Currently. medical care is a pre-requisite among employers: the Ia'' requires that ever) 
employer ensure the pro\ ision of proper medicines and attendance to employees, unless 
otherwise provided for by the government. 

Additionally. the Kenyan government passed the Ken)a Industrial Property Bill in 200 I. This 
bill aiJO\\-S Kenya to import and to produce more affordable medicines for HJV/AIDS and 
other diseases. Other players in the sector include the National Hospital Insurance Fund 
(NHIF), and Health Management OrganiLations (liMOs). Established in 1972, The Nll tr is 
Kenya's single largest financier of health services apart from the Government. HMOs, on the 
other hand, are health insurance agencies that provide health facilities and services to 
registered members at a fee. Kenya is estimated to have about I 0 large and medium si1ed 
H\ltOs, who ben.vecn them support about 200,000 medically covered persons. 

Besides the pharmaceutical industry, the Ken~a Medical Association (KMA) too pla)s a 
signi fa cant role in the practice and dispensation of medicine. The KMA is a voluntary 
professional organization that "ru. fanned by medical practitioners in Ken)a. As a voluntar) 
membership association, KMA seeks to promote the practice of medicine and improve the 
delivery of medical services in Kenya. 
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As the 'oicc of doctors in the country. the A sociation ceks to uphold high standard~ of 
practice, and promote adherence to medical ethics and conduct among its member!>. 111c 
KMA is committed to being at the forefront of hcalthcarc management b) enhancing and 
integrating professionalism among its members. integrating member!> into policy negotiation. 
formulation and implementation. and building alliance:s "ith other healthcare professional 
association and regulator) bodies to meet the health needs and C.\pectations of Ken~ .1ns 

(\\Ww.kma.co.ke). 

1.1.7 T he Aga Khan Uoi\·crsit) llospit~al , Nairobi 

Established in 1958. The Aga Khan Uni,crsity Hospi tal, i'lairobi (AKUIIN) is a private. non
profit institution that provides tertiary and secondar) level healthcare sen. ices. 

The decision to upgrade the Hospital to a tertial) level teaching hospital was taken in order to 
respond to the healthcare needs of the people of Last Africa. AKUHN is a premier provider 
of ambulatory care and qual it) in-patient services, including critical care. 

The Hospital plans to strengthen C\.isting partnerships '' ith the ~1inistr) of Health and other 
universities offering health education. with an aim to share C\.pericnces. strengthen the public 
sector delivery S)stems and collaborate on teaching and research. 

Aga Khan University Hospital. Nairobi {AKullN) is one of the most comprehensive 
Universit) Hospitals. "ith leading specialists in ever) field of medicine. With dedicated 
staff. modem facilities, state-of-the-art technology, commitment to quality care, and a role in 
educating future clinicians. the hospital has earned a reputation as a healthcare leader. 
Whether providing specialty care to neonates. or offering comprehensive tertiary care to 
adults, AKUHN deli\ers excellence in healthcare and exceptional services that one expects 
from a first-rate medical institution. The Hospital is making continuous dramatic 
advancements in improving the healthcare of the communities it serves. 
(\\ '"" ... agakhanhospitals.org) 

At A KU HN the paths to excellence are man). Patient care remains at the core of its mission. 
and is the hallmark of its histol). Attracting outstanding physicians in every specialt) has 
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enabled the hospital to de' clop nn C\ccptional breadth of leading peciali1cd programs. The 
work of AKUHN speciali ts ha~ made immca urnble contributions to the fichb of 
cardiolog), oncology. gastroent~rology and neurosurgcr). 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Kenya spends about 8% of its GOP on health. Per capita expenditure per person stood at 
about L $ II per person in 2003. Out of thi s. LS$ 6 came from budgetary resources. which 
also included donor contributions'' ith the balance of about L'S $5 coming main I) from out
of-pocket expenditure. This expenditure fell far belo'' the World Health Organizations· 
(WHO's) recommended US$34 per capita. Out-of-pocket expenditure thus accounted for 
53°·o of the total cost of healthcare. "ith the remainder being Government contributions from 
general taxation (25°/o). Social llealth Insu rance ( 15°/o), private prepaid health plans (5%) and 
non-profit institutions expenditure at 2°1o. The above scenario means the current healthcare 
financing system depends mainl} on out-of-pocket expenditure and is therefore 75% 
private!)' financed. 

From the Monitoring and Evaluation report by the Ministry of Planning and National 
development produced in the )Car 2007. the proportion of the health sector budgctal) 
allocations to the total government budget has been increased from 7% in 2003/04 to 8.6% in 
2005/06. The Ministr} of Health's budget allocation for drugs increased from 9.4 % in 
200212003 to I 0. 7% in 200-t/05. In 2005 06. essential drugs lor rural health facili ties ''orth 
Kshs750 million ''ere procured and distributed\\ ith each health facilit) getting one J,.it ever)' 
three months. Toda). the country can boast of ha' ing adequate drugs in all rural health 
facilities. Reforms implemented in the health sub-sector focused mainl) on re-orienting 
policy towards preventive healthcare, while ensuring efficiency and effectiveness in service 

deliver) country\\ ide. 

The GO\.ernment' s Vision 2030 (Government Printer, 2007), blueprint on the health sector 
focuses on improvement ofthc overall li,elihoods of Kenyans by providing an efficient and 
high quality care system with best standards. ·r his will be done through a two-pronged 
approach of devoh ing funds and delegating management of healthcare to the communities 
and district medical officers, leaving the \1inistry to deal "ith polic> and research issues. 
Second!}. by sh ifting the bias of the National Health Bill from curative to preventive care. 
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specific strategies \\ill im oh e pro' i ion of a robu t health care infra tructurc network nnd 
impro\ ing the qual it} of heahhcarc: '>en icc dcli\cr) to the highest standards and promotion 
of partnerships '' ith the pri\ ate cdur. In addition. the Go' crnment "ill pro-.: ide acccs:-. to 
tho e excluded from hcalthcare due to financial reasons. To achieve these goals. the health 
sector's flagship projects for 2012 among others arc to: 

• re\ itali1c Community llcalth Centres to promote preventive healthcare (as opposed to 
curative intervention) by J)romoting health) indi\ idual I i fest) lc<:. 

• de-link the Ministry of Health from service delivery in order to improve management 
of the country's health institutions primaril) b) devolution of health management to 
communities and healthcarc C'\perts at district. pro' incial and national hospitals. 

• create a National Health Insurance chemc in order to promote equit) in Ken)a·s 
healthcare financing. 

• scale up the output-based approach s)stem to enable disadvantaged groups (e.g. the 
poor. orphans) to access healthcare from preferred institutions. 

Given the high e'\penditure that the Government incurs in the treatment of its citizen::;, it is 
imperative that the government looks for other effective, low-cost means of providing 
healthcare '' ithout compromising on qual it) of medicine that its cititcns get. One of these 
wa}s is the usc of the generic drugs. However, there have been different perceptions 
regarding the use of generic drugs among different players in Ken)a. It is out of this that this 
study sought to establish the perceptions attitudes of medical doctors towards the usc of 
generic drugs. The stud) focused on doctors "ho prescribe drugs to patients at the Aga Khan 
Universit} Hospital, Nairobi. 

There have been a number of valuable studies related to factors in nuencing prescribing 
habits of medical doctors (Misumi, 2003; Ongubo. 2003~ Kamau. 2006). all of \\hich 
concentrate on the strategies and factors affecting the marketing of the drugs. llowever, none 
of these studies focuses on the perceptions and attitudes of medical doctors towards the drugs 
themselves; \\h ich is a core determining factor in their prescription. This stud) is therefore 
aimed at filling th is research gap. 

The study attempted to answer the fol lowing questions: 

a) \\hat \\ere the medical doctors· perceptions on the eflicacy of generic drugs? 
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b) "hat "ere the attitude!> of doctors towards generic drugs? 
c) '"hat factors influenced the pre cription of generic drugs nt the ho pi tal? 

1.3 Objecti' es of the Stud) 

The researc.:h objecth es for the stud) "ere: 

1. to assess medical doctors' perceptions on attitudes towards generic drugs available at 
the Aga Khan Uni\crsity Hospital: and 

11. to establish the factors which influence the prescription of generic drugs. 

1.4 Importance of the Study 

This stud) ''ould benefit a number of groups of people sectors. l hese include the 
go, emment. manufacturers of generic drugs. Kenya Medical Association and the general 
academia. 

The government would have a better understanding of doctors' perceptions and attitudes 
toward generic drugs and this could assist in the development and targeting of educational 
campaigns to promote rational drug use. The government could also get some insights that 
could be useful in e\aluating its goals for the health sector as indicated in its Vision 2030. 

Drug manufacturers could use the feedback to improve the quality and marketing of their 
drugs. It would aid them in formulating better marJ...eting strategies. as it will give them an 
insight into the concerns that doctors ha'e regarding generic drugs. It could also help them 
approach pre, ailing misconceptions with a better understanding, hence reducing the gap that 
might e~ist between them and the doctors that prescribe their drugs and finall)' the patients 
that use their drugs too. 

The Kenya Medical Association (KMA) would be able to understand and appreciate the 
attitudes and perceptions of its members towards generic drugs. The)' will be able to advice 
the go,ernrnent. especially when formulating 'essential drugs· lists and policy regarding 
\larious conditions such as HIV/AIDS and 1 B. 
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To the general academia. this \\Ould go a long way in building a body of knowledge on the 
perceptions of doctors towards generic drugs. Various :;takcholders could use the stud~ 
facilitate further research on perception towards generic drugs. 

U tiVERSl1 Y ur 
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2.l lnlroduction 

CHAPTER T\VO 

LITERAT RE REVIE\V 

This chapter CO\ er. consumer behavior and its influ.:nccs. 'I he 4Ps of marketing (product. 
pnce. promotion and place) that influence the attitude of a consumer tO\\ards an) product 
have also been discussed. A discussion on conventional \ersus traditional medicine as \\CII as 
the meaning of gen.:ric and branded drugs has also been included. The literature rev ic\\ has 
taken into account various literatures from textbooks, magazines, journals and some internet 
materials. 

2.2 Unde~tanding Con umer Beha' ior 

Belch and Belch (2007) define consumer behavior us 'the process and activities people 
engage in ''hen searching for. selecting. purchasing. using. evaluating. and disposing of 
products and services so as to satisfy their needs and desires'. fhis has been described using a 
black box model as shown in Figure I. 

Consumer behavior is influenced by both internal and external influences. Internal influences 
include demographics, psychographies (lifest) I e). personality, motivation, knowledge, 
attitudes. beliefs, and feelings. b.ternal influences on the other hand include culture. sub
culture, locality, royalt). ethnicity, family. social class. reference groups. lifestyle, and 
market mi:\ factors. 

2.2.1 Black Box Model 

The black box model shows the interaction of st imuli , consumer characteristics, decision 
process and consumer responses. It can be distinguished between interpersonal stimuli 
(between people) or intrapersonal stimuli (\\ ithin people). The black box model is related to 
the black bo'\ theor) of behaviorism, ,,.here the focus is not set on the processes inside a 
consumer, but the relation between the stimuli and the response of the consumer. 
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The marketing stimuli are planned and proce sed b~ the companic~. "hercas the 
environmental stimulus is gi"cn b) social factors, based on the economical. political and 
cuhuml circum lances of a socict). The bu~er's black box contains the bu)er characteristics 
and th\: decision process. '"hich determines the bu)cr"s response. 

Figure 1 - The Ou) cr'' Black Bo\ 1\lodcl 

C~'VIRO~MEI'iTAL 

FACTOR 
Marketing Environmental 

timuli timuli 

Product Economic 

Price Technological 

Place Political 

Promotion Cultural 

Demographic 

Natural 

I BUYER'S OLA('K BOX 

~r ' Decision Process 
Characteristics 

Attitudes Problem recognition 
Motivation Information search 
Perceptions Alternative evaluation 

Personality Purchase decision 
Lifestyle Post-purchase 

behavior 

ourcc: IGbera and Waruingi, 1998 

Bt:YER'S 
RE PONSE 

Product choice 

Brand choice 

Dealer choice 

Purchase timing 

Purchase 

amount 

The black box model considers the buyers response as a result of a conscious, rational 
decision process. in which it is assumed that the bu}er has recognized the problem. Ho\\ever, 
in reality many decisions are not made in awareness of a determined problem by the 
consumer. 

2.2.2 Consumer Decision Stages 

Consumer decision process goes through many stages. These stages include; Information 
search, Information evaluation. Purchase decision, Post-purchase evaluation, internal 
influences and external influences. Information search commences once a consumer has 
recognized a problem. The customer then searches for information on products and services 
that can solve that problem. Belch and Belch (2007) explain that consumers undertake both 
an internal (memory) and an external search. Sources of information include personal 
sources, commercial sources, public sources and also personal experience. 
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The rele,ant internal ps)chological proce s that is associated \\ith infonnation search is 
perception. Perception b defined as 'the proce~s by ''hich an individual receives. selects. 
organize-,, and interprets infonnation to create a meaningful picture of the ''orld. 'J he 
sclecti\ c perception process entails selecth c exposure b) consumers in "• ho the) select and 
"h•~h promotional message:, the) will expose them sci\ cs to. It also entails selecti\ c 
anention Consumers select which promotional message they will pa) attention to. 
Consumers also appl) selecti\ c comprehension: consumers interpret messages in line "ith 
their beliefs. attitudes. moti\Cs and experiences. and sdecthe retention: consumers 
remember messages that are more meaningful or important to them. Understanding this 
process helps in the development of an eflective promotional strateg), and in the selections 
of sources of information that are more effective for a brand (Belch and Belch, 2007). 

On the other hand, information evaluation involves consumer comparisons on the brands and 
products that are in their evoked set. Consumers evaluate alternatives in terms of the 
functional and psychological benefits that they offer. The marketing organiLation needs to 
understand '"hat benefits consumers are seeking and therefore \\hich attributes are most 
important in terms of making a decision. 

Purchase decision occurs once all the alternatives have been evaluated. The consumer is then 
ready to make a purchase decision. Sometimes purchase intention does not result in an actual 
purchase. The marketing organization must facilitate the consumer to act on their purchase 
intention. The organization can use a variety of techniques to achieve this. The provision of 
credit or pa)ment tenns may encourage purchase, or a sales promotion such as the 
opportunity to receive a premium or enter a competition rna) provide an incentive to bu) 
no ..... . The relevant internal psychological process that is associated with purchase decision is 
integration. Once integration is achieved, the organization can influence the purchase 
decisions much more easil)' (Belch and Belch, 2007). 

Post-purchase evaluation is a stage that is common for customers ''hen they experience 
concerns after making a purchase decision. This arises from a concept that is knO\\n as 
··cogniti\e dissonance". The customer, having bought a product. rna) feel that an alternati'e 
would have been preferable. In such circumstances the customer will not repurchase 
immediately, but is likel) to S\\itch brands next time. To manage the post-purchase stage. it 
is the job of the marketing team to persuade the potential customer that the product will 
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satisf) t· rs or her needs. Then. alter ha\ ing made a purchase. the customer should be 

en~. uraged that he or she has made the right decision. Post purchase evaluation is not 

nc.:cessar I} affected by ad\ertisement (Kibcra and Waruingi. 1998). 

2.2.3 General Factors that Influence Consumer Behavior 

A large number or factors inllucncc our bcha' ior. Kotler und t\rmstrong (:~008) clas~if~ these 

~ psychological (mothation. pcn.:eption. kaming. belief, und attitude:.): personal (age <md 

lifc-c~clc stage. occupation. economic circumstances. lili:st) le. rx:rsonality and self conccpt): 

social (reference groups. family. roles and status) and cultural {culture:. subculture. social 

class S) stem). f- igurc 2, adapts these factors to a health behavior context. providing a model 

\\hich also explicit!) emphasizes, together with cultural factors. other features such as the 

economic em ironment, as an element of the '"ider social context. 

Figure 2- Factor that Influence Consumer Behavior 
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ource: Hastings, Gerard (July 2007), Social Marketing- Why Sltoultl the Devil Hm•e All 
the Best Tunes? 
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The immediate em ironment approximate' I·· "-otler's social factors. Commercial and ocial 
marketing cmphasi:tc the intluencc of famil~. frh:nds and other:-. on our decisions. Peer group 
pressure is an important influence and rna) be negath cor positiH:. 

2.2.4 The Importance of Understanding Attitudes 

One of the most important phenomena lbr a marketer to understand is thm of ·anitmlcs'. 
L nderstanding and uppn.:ciating the importance of attiwdcs i-. not a straightforward issue. <IS 

there i"> much disagreement about the nature of attitudes. hm' the~ arc formed. and ho\\ the~ 
detenninc our b\:!havior. Despllc the man) delinitions. auitudc is generally dclincd as ·the 
predisposition of the individual to c\aluatc some S)mbol or object or aspect ofhis \\Orld in a 
ta, ourable manner· ( 1-;.au. 1970). 

There are also differences in opinion as to ''hat comprises an attitude. IIO\\C\er. it is 
generally agreed that there are three main elements focused upon by theorists. Thest! are the 
cogniti\e component (beliefslkno,,lcdge): affective component (feelings); and the cogniti\e 
component (behavioral). Jn otht!r \\.Ords ''e belie\e/kno" (cogniti\e component) something, 
for example, recycling is good lbr the em ironment. We also believe that looking allcr the 
em·ironment is a good thing. This tbrms our positi\e feelings (affect) tO\\ards recycling 
behavior. \\ic arc therefore more lil-.el) to intend to engage rn rec)cling behavior (cogniti\e 
factor) and ultimate!) to engage in the behavior itself. 

In one sense, the above distinction does not matter too much since all approaches recognize 
the three components: it is importanL however, when '"e come to me-asure attitudes. to be 
clear as to what exactly is being measured. The most importnnt issue for us at the moment is 
to be a\\ are of the three components and hO\\ the) combine to detenninc behavior. Attitude 
models often record behavioral intentions rather than actual bcha,ior. One of the purposes or 
research is to assess how people will behave in the future. for example in response to new 
stimuli such as additional resources- help lines. clinics. etc. One of the problems. ho\\t!\Cr. 
is that reported behavioral intention<; often don't match up to actual behavior. 



2.3 Tbe Elements of Marketing 

Perception-. towards products/sen ices b) consumers usuall} focus on the 4Ps of marketing. 
-:-hese are the product. price, place and promotion {Table I). These Ps are discussed in the 
en umg se..:tion. 

Table 1 - \tarketing Mix elemcols 

j .Marketing P 1 Specific aspects 

-- -- --Product Quality, features. options. design. name. brand. 11ackaging & labelling. 

I si7es, ancillary sen ices. guarantee \\arranty 
--Price List price. discounts. pa} rnent time. pa) mcnt terms . 

Place Distribution channels. coverage, location, storage, transport 
1 External accessibility. internal accessibility 

--Promotion Personal selling, advertising, sales promot ion, public relations 
Source: Researcher 

2.3.1 Product 

Product is the physical product or service offered to the consumer. In the case of physical 
products. it also refers to any services or conveniences that are part of the offering. Product 
decisions include aspects such as function, appearance, packaging, service and warranty. 

When placing a product within a market many factors and decisions have to be taken into 
consideration. These include the product design, product qualit}, product features and the 
branding. Product design usually is the selling point for the organization such as the case for 
the iMAC, the new VW Beetle or the Dyson vacuum cleaner. Quality has to be consistent 
with other elements of the marketing mix. For instance. a premium based pricing strategy has 
to reflect the quality a product offers. Product features entail consideration of what ,.,ill be 
added to increase the benefit offered to the target market. (www.learnmarketing.net). 

Branding is one of the most important decisions a marketing manager can make. The value of 
brands in today's environment is phenomenal. Brands have the power of' instant sales: they 
con\ey a message of confidence. quality and reliabilit) to their target market. A brand is a 
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tool '"hich is used b) an organi7..ation to differentiate it elf from comretitors. For in tnncc 
'''hat i the 'aluc of a pair of :-.:ike trainer:; \\ ithout the brand or the logo? flow docs this 
change a customer's perception? Brand compctiti..,cnc s b enhanced b) a li\e-stcp process. 
These Stt:ps include dctcm1ination of the competitive set; creation of a \\ell-defined \'alue 
proposition: identification ofthc ke) difTcrcntiators: articulation of a clear customer promise 
and outlining key value dimension rankings. (Aaker, I 991 ). 

Like mo:-.t organizations in the global arena. pharmaceutical companies also employ several 
different strategies to market their products. rhese include product mix. product adaptations 
and diflcrentiations. among others. Since pham1aceutical companies deal "ith multi mix 
products. product mix is of particular importance. Product mix is the set of all products and 
ite~s that a particular seller offers lor sale (J....otlcr. 2003). Product mix is a combination of 
products traded b) the same organi7ation to reinforce their presence in the market. increase 
mar!..et share and impro\e turnover for higher profitabilit). 

2.3.2 Place/Distribution 

Place refers to the distribution channels through which the product '"ould reach the 
consumer. Distribution channels arc the pathways that companies usc to sell their products to 
end-users. Distribution is a ke) element in the entire marketing strateg). It helps to expand a 
product's reach and to grow revenue. An evaluation of distribution channel or channel 
marketing/management at an) time is essential. I his is because the distribution S)stcm 
generall) performs transactional. logistical. and facilitating functions. In the Pharmaceutical 
industr) \arious pharmaceutical companks use difTcrent agents for distribution of their 
products to the retail shops/pharmacies that dispense the medicines (Kibera and Waruingi, 
1998). 

Distribution decisions include market coverage, channel member selection, logistics, and 
levels of service. Distribution is a major factor in an organiL.ations marketing strateg} '"hen 
targeting a new customer segment, launching a new product, or looking for ways to 
aggressi\ely expand its business. For pharmaceutical companies, as is the case for all 
distributors, placement/location of the pharmaceutical outlet is very important as it directly 
affects the accessibilit} of the products to the consumer (Kibera and\\ aruingi. 1998). 
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The di tribution strategies emplo)ed depend on the t) pc of product being distributed. 1 he 
three common distribution .;trmcgie::, arc intcn::,i' e di-.tribution, exclush c di.,tribution and 
selecth c distribution. lntemn·e tliftribution is commonly used to distribute to" priced or 
impulse purchase products such chocolates and sotl drinks. Exclusive di.\lriburron imohes 
limiting distribution to a single outlet. The product is usually highly priced, and requires the 
intennediar) to place much detail in its displa) stand. An example is the sale of vehicles 
through exclusive dealers. Selectire distribution imohes choosing a small number of retail 
outlets to distribute the product. Selective distribution is common with products such as 
computers. television sets. and household appliances. \\here consumers arc willing to shop 
around and where manufacturers operate in a large geographical spread. If a manufacturer 
decides to adopt an exclusive or selective strategy the) should select an intermediar) that has 
experience of handling similar products. credible and is kno,.,.n b) the target audience 
(Kotler. 2003). 

2.3.3 Promotion 

Promotion refers to the avenues available for the organization to proliferate product 
infonnation among the target audience. Promotion decisions are those related to 
communicating and selling the potential consumers. Since these costs can be large m 
proportion to the price, a break-even analysis should be performed when making promotion 
decisions. It is useful to kno\-v the value of a customer in order to determine whether 
additional customers are worth the cost of acquiring them. Activities such as personal selling, 
sales promotions and even targeted selling are some of the activities that pharmaceutical 
companies use. Most of the promotion activities b) pharmaceutical companies are usually 
below the line activities (Kibera and Waruingi, 1998). 

A successful product or service means nothing unless the benefit of such a service can be 
communicated clearly to the target market. An organization's promotional strategy and 
acti .. ities can consist of advertising, public relations, sales promotions, personal selling and 
direct mail. All these have an influence on the attitude that a consumer adopts towards a 

product. 

Advertising is any paid form of non-personal presentation and promotion of ideas, goods and 
services through any form of mass media. Public relations involve developing and fostering a 
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positiH~ relation hip bct\\ecn an organi1.ation and it public constituents. The art of good 
public relations i not only to obtain fa, orable publicit~ "ithin the media, but it also imohcs 
being able to succcs full) handle negath c attention. Sales promotion is commonly u cd to 
obtain an increase "hon tenn sale . It could imohc using di count coupon or special oflcrs. 
Personal citing is the marketing of a product service on a one to one basis. Direct Mail is the 
sending of publicity material to a named person \\ithin an organitation. It aiiO\\S an 

oq~anization to use its resources more eflcctivel) by allo" ing organizations to send publicity 
material to a named person within the target segment. B; personalizing advertising. response 
rates increase thus increasing the chance ofimpro,ing sales (Kotler. 1993). 

A push strategy in marketing is used when there has been a development or improvement on 
a new product which is unknown to the consumer. As there i" no consumer demand in the 
product launch, the product and the in formation are "pushed" to the consumer by distribution 
and promotion. An e:\ample of this is a perfume product. Women do not request to smell a 
fragrance the; ne\.er smelled before: it is simply "pu\hcd" to them. through the 
advertisement. The potential of market failure of a product can greatly be increased due to 
information asymmctr). Information as;mmetl) occurs" hen producers "-no'' more. or ha\c 
better information. about a product than the consumers. To alleviate the problem information 
a5)mmctry. the supply/distribution chains can be controlled in a way that signals that the 
consumer's concerns are being met. This can be reached by promotion or other services like 
personal dialog (Kotler, 2000). 

A pull marketing strategy is an advertising and promotional strategy that is meant to entice 
the prospect to buy a particular product or service. In this system the consumer requests the 
product and "pulls" it through the deli..,ery channel. An example of this is the car 
manufacturing company Ford Australia. Ford Australia only produces cars \.\hen the) have 
been ordered by the customers. Pull marketing creates a sense of increased, time limited 
value for the product (Robert. 2004). 

2.3.4 Pricing 

Price is the monetary value that a prospective buyer is charged, in the market, in exchange 
for the product. Pricing includes not only the list price. but also discounts. financing. and 
other options such as leasing. Pricing decisions should take into account profit margins 
required yet sensitive to the competition prices to avoid out pricing your products/ service. 
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There are many \\3)5 to price a product. The usc of nny pricing strntcg) depends on the 

number of factors among them being the objccti\ic of the company and ulso the market 

dynamics for each product market segment. Premium pricing. penetration pricing. economy 

pricing. and price skimming are the four main pricing policiesfstratcgies hO\\C\Cr there arc 

other important approache to pricing (Kibcra and Waruingi. 1998). 

ze~thmal and Bitner (2004). cite that for credence services such as medical treatment. 

customers look at the price as a surrogate for quality. Too high a price can set consumer 

expectations that may be difficult for the firm to meet. On the other hand. too IO\\ a price can 

intertere with the perceived quality of the service. The pricing strategy must therefore be 

guided by the firm's positioning strategy (Payne. 1993: Craven, 1990). It is vital that \\hen 

setting a price. value proposition and competiti\e position are aligned. so as to ma'\imite 

revenue and profits. For example. there arc three scenarios of pricing that can be set; highest 

price. average price and lowest price. 

Organizations appl) different pricing strategies depending on the objectives of the 

organization, the activity of its competitors, and the stage at '' hich the specific market is. 

Some of the pricing strategies used include market penetration pricing, competitive pricing 

and cost-plus based pricing strategy among others (Kibera and Waruingi, 1998). 

Monroe (2003} and Kotler ( 1993) observe that premium pricing uses a high price where there 

is uniqueness about the product or service. This approach is used , .. here a substantial 

competitive advantage exists. Such high prices are charged for luxuries such as Mercedes 

Bent, Savoy Hotel rooms, and Concorde nights. Penetration Pricing is pricing that is 

artificiall} set low in order to gain market share. Once this is achie\ed. the price is increased. 

This approach \\as used b) France Telecom and St..) 1 V I conom) pricing is a no-frills lo'' 

price. The cost of marketing and manufacture are t..ept at a minimum. Price Skimming is 

charging a high price because a compan)' has a substantial competitive advantage. llowever. 

the advantage is not sustainable. The high price tends to attract new competitors into the 

market, and the price inevitably falls due to increased suppl)'. Manufacturers of digital 

watches used a skimming approach in the 1970s. Once other manufacturers were tempted 

into the market and the watches were produced at a lower unit cost. other marketing 

strategies were implemented (Kotler. 1993 ). 
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'agle and Reed (2002). also obscr. e that organiLation:. u e other approaches to pricing. 

Psychological pricin}! is used ''hen the marketer wants the consumer to rc~;pond on an 

emotional. rather than rational basis. For example. 'price point per:.pccti,e' 99 cents not one 

dollar. ~agle eta/ (2002) continue:. to argue that Product /Jumlle pricing is u~cd by seller to 

comhine '>e\eral producb in the ~nmc package. lhis also cr\C!> to mo\C old stock. Video:. 

and ( D-> are often sold using the bundle approach. Promotumal pricing used to promote a 

product and it is a 'cry common application. ·y here arc man} examples of promotional 

pricing including BOGOF (8U) One Get One Free). Geographical pricing is e-.:idcnt ''here 

there are \ariations in price in different parts of the '"orld. Value pricing approach is used 

where e:-.temal factor:s such as recession or increased competition force companies to provide 

'value' products and services to retain sales (Kotler. 1993). 

2.4 Alteroati"e Medical ystems, Ancient a nd Modern 

Comentional Western medicine is organized around the 1 hcory of Diseases. which believes 

that a person becomes sick because he or she contracts a disease. In this model, each disease 

is -;een as an independent entit) "hich can be fully undcr-.tood without regard to the person it 

affiicts or the environment in '' hich it occurs. Conventional treatments are treatments of 

diseases, not of people. Most of the drugs employed in conventional medicine arc designed to 

act as chemical straitjackets, preventing the cells ofthe bod} from performing some function 

that has become h)'peracti\e. The side effects of these drugs are a direct extension of their 

actions and may be fatal (Stopper and Barbra, 2009). 

Alternative systems of healing supply a perspective that can help to reverse the "one size fits 

all" philosoph)' of conventional medical practice. All alternative systems of healing, ancient 

or modern, share one common characteristic \\hich separates them from conventional 

Western medicine. fhey all approach sickness as a dynamic event in the life of an individual, 

a problem of balance and relationship. the result of disharmony between the sic"- person and 

his or her environment. This approach to understanding illness is called biographical. 

In the biographical concept of illness. the "disease" itself has no independent real it) . The 

healer's job is not to identify and treat the disease entit}, but to characterize the disharmony 

of each particular case. so that they can be corrected. These disharmonies are described 

differently in different cultures. The language which describes them may be magical or 
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naturnli5tic. but the diagnostic and therap\!utic tbcus is alwa) s on the person "ho i ill and 

the context in \\hich the illne s occurs, rather than on the disca~e itself (Saudi. 2008). 

Integrated medicine percei\es illness biogmphically and at the same time uses the powerful 

database of modem biological and bcha\ ioural cicncc to help describe the 'aricd 

dbhannonies "hich undcnninc the health of each indi' idual . 

These disturb.mces originate. almost cntirel). ,,. ith dietary. em ironmental or social 

conditions. Although the media arc full of stories about "cancer gene~". for example. the 

scientific evidence is that greater than 90% of cancers arc environmentally induced. \\hen 

identical twins are reared in separate environments. the rate at which each l\\ in develops 

cancer is comparable to the cancer rate in the adoptive family. not the biological famil). The 

publicity accorded to "cancer genes" serves to cripple individual initiatives at cancer 

prevention and to displace scrutin) from cancer's environmental and dietary triggers. 

Integrated Medicine exists to empower people to improve their health b) improv ing the four 

pillars of healing: interpersonal relationships, dieL environment, and a person's innate S)Stem 

of detoxification and repair (~audi, 2008). 

2.5 Meaning of Brands 

A brand is the entire experience that an organizations prospects and customers have '' ilh a 

product/service offering. It's what it stands for, a promise made. and the personality it 

conveys. Branding is crucial for products and services sold in huge consumer markets. It's 

also important in Business to Business because it helps a product stand out from its 

competition. It brings a competitive position and value proposition to life, like the successful 

consumer brands like Disney, Ti fTany or Starbud.s. Successful branding also creates ··brand 

equity .. - the amount of mone) that customers are "illing to pay just because of \\hat the 

brand stands for. In addition to generating revenue. brand equity maJ...e::. a product more 

valuable 0\Cr the long term. An orguni~at ion can strengthen its relationships '"'ith its 
customers by defining a clear brand strateg} and using it in every interaction with the market. 

Aaker ( 199 1) came up with five key product features that innuence positioning of a 

product/service. These are conformance quality, durability, reliability, reparabilit)' and 

design. 
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1. Bu)ers expect products to have a high conformance quality, "' hich is the degree to 

"hich all the produced units arc identical and meet the promised specifications. 

Suppose a Porschc 944 is designed to accelerate to 60 miles per hour within I 0 

seconds. lf ever) Porsche 944 coming ofT the assembly line does this. the model is 

said to ha'e high conformance quality. The problem "ith low conformance qual it) is 

that the products'" ill disappoint some buyers (Schmitt & Simonson. 1997). 

11 . Durabilit) is regarded as a measure of the product's expected operating life under 

natural or stressful conditions, and is a value attribute to certain products. Buyers ''ill 

generally pay more for vehicle and kitchen appliance that have a reputation for being 

long lasting. l lowever, this rule is subject to some qual i tications. The e.\tra price must 

not be excessive. Furthermore, the product must not be subjected to rapid 

technological obsolescence, as is the case with man) electrical devices like personal 

computers. 

iii. Reliability is a measure of the probability that a product will not malfunction or fail 

within a specified time period. Buyers will normall) pay a premium for more reliable 

products. Maytag, which manufactures major horne appliances, has an outstanding 

reputation for creating reliable appliances. 

1v. Reparabilit)' is a measure of the ease of fixing a product when it malfunctions or fails. 

An automobi le made with standard parts that are easily replaced is said to be of high 

reparability. Buyers prefer products that are easy to repair. Ideal reparability would 

exist if users could fix the product themselves with little cost in money or time. Some 

products include a diagnostic feature that allows a customer support consultant to 

correct a problem over the telephone or guide the user in correct it. Many computer 

hardware and software companies otTer technical support over the phone, or by fax or 

e-mail. 

v. Design: The Integrating Force- As competition intensifies, design offers a potent way 

to differentiate and position a company's products and services. In increasingly fast

paced markets, price and technology are not enough. Design is the factor that will 
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often gi' e a company it~ compctiti\ c edge. It i:, the total it) of features that all\!ct ho'' 

a product looks and functions in terms of customer requirements. 

~:>1te the fact that brands can be positioned using a combination of attributes. it is 

important that the attribute benefit strateg) become::. the basis of any positioning. This 
exploits a particular sen icc bent: fit, attributes or features. According to Stanton ( 1984 }. a 

compan) can associate its product or service with its attitudes or benefits to its customers. 

For nstance in the motor \Chicle industry. I oyota claims durability and afTordabilit> '"hilc 

Vol .., emphasize::. on sa let). en ice is usual I) C'l.pcricntial. A competitive positioning 

strateg} can be implemented in form of price cuts, styling the product above the competitor 

or creating superior position through promotion campaigns. However a finn has to remain 

foc<.sed and resist the temptation of cop) ing '"hat its competitors are doing as it may not do 

it in an} better way (Kotler, 2003: Aaker. 2003). 

2.6 Generic Drugs 

Generic drugs are marketed under a non-proprietary or approved name rather than a 

proprietary or brand name. Generic drugs arc generally as effective as, but much cheaper 

than. brand-name drugs. for C\.3mple. paracctamol/acctaminophen is a chemical ingredient 

found in a number of brand-name painl..illcrs such as Panadol, but is also sold as a generic 

dru,:; (paracetamol). Because of their lo'" price, generic drugs are often the only medicines 

that the poorest can access. The Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Propert) Rights 

(TRIPS) agreement does not prevent governments from requiring accurate labeling or 

aiiO\\ing generic substitution. Indeed. it is argued that competition between drug companies 

and generic producers has been more effective than negotiations with drug companies in 

reducing the cost of drugs, in particular those used to treatiiiV/AIOS. 

Stopper and Barbara (2009) on the other hand note that generic drugs are copies of brand

name drugs that have exactly the same dosage, intended use, effects, and side effects, route 

of administration, risks. safet). and strength as the original drug. In other words, their 

phannacological effects are e:\actl> the same as those of their brand-name counterparts. 

Branded medications on the other hand derive their definition from the fact that a brand name 
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is name gi' en to a drug b) the manufacturer. 1 he u c of the name is re en cd exclusi\ ch 
for its o\\ner. 

The World Health Organization obser\cS that a counterfeit medicine b a medicine that is 

deliberate!) and fraudulent!) mislabeled "ith respect to idcntit) andfor source. 

Counterfeiting can apply to both branded and generic products. Counterfeit products rna) 

include products '' ith the correct ingredients or the \Hong ingredients. lacking active 

ingredients. '' ith incorrect quantities of acti\ e ingredients. or fake packaging. 

t· ·;"per and Barbara (2009) obsen e that many people become concerned because generic 

drugs are often substantially cheaper than the brand-name versions. Consumers oflen wonder 

if the qual it) and effectiveness ha' e been compromised to make the less expcnsi\e products. 

Tht: LSA. FDA (f·ood and Drug Administration) requires that generic drugs be ru. safe and 

effc\:ti\e as brand-name drugs. 

Actuall). generic drugs are onl) cheaper because the manufacturers ha\c not had to incur the 

expenses of developing and marketing a ne" drug. When a company brings a new drug onto 

the market. the finn has already spent a substantial amount of mone) and time on research. 

development, marketing and promotion of the drug. A patent is granted that gives the 

compan) that developed the drug an e\.clusive right to sell the drug as long as the patent is in 

effect. 

As the patent nears expiration, manufacturers can appl) to the FDA for permission to make 

and sell generic versions of the drug and without the start-up costs for development of the 

drug. other companies can afford to make and sell it more cheaply. When multiple companies 

begm producing and selling the same drug, the competition among them can also drive dO\\n 

the price even further. 

So there's no truth in the m) ths that generic drugs arc manufactured in poorer-quality 

facilities or are inferior in quality to brand-name drugs. fhe fDA applies the same standards 

for all drug manufacturing facilities. and man) companies manufacture both brand-name and 

generic drugs. In fact, the FDA estimates that 50% of generic drug production is b) brand

name companies. 
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Another common mis-belief i that generic drug:> take longer to act. l'hc FD,\ require that 

generic drug~ \\ork as fast and a~ cflccth cl) 3) the original brand-name product~. 

Sometime~. generic versions of a drug ha\e difierent colors. flavors. or combination-. of 

inacthe ingredients than the original medications. Trademark la\\S in the united States do 

not allow generic drugs to look exactly like the brand-name preparation. but the acti\C 

ingredients must be the same in both preparations. ensuring that both have the same 

ther.1reutic eflccts. 

Ho"ever. for narrow therapeutic. critical dose drugs, or for highly variable drugs. sale 

switching bel\,een products cannot be assured. These drugs need special precautions and 

blocJ Je, el monitoring upon s'' itching. fDA firm I) believes that appro\ed generic and brand 

drugs can be dispensed "ith the full expectation that the consumer will receive the same 

clinical benefit (Saudi. 2008). Performing the S\\itch process is an ad\isable practice to 

reduce healthcare costs in countries with strong post-marketing suneillance program. but 

caution is to be exercised when narrow therapeutic index drugs or high!) variable drugs are 

prescribed (Saudi, 2008). 

For most drugs. current bioequivalencc testing generall)' enables clinicians to routinely 

substitute generic for innovator products. Published findings. however, suggest that particular 

drugs rna) not be ideally su ited for generic substitution when a patient is already on that 

drug. These are the so called critica l dose medicinal products (drugs with a narrow 

therapeutic range). When starting a new therapy "ith an)' generic drug. however. its 

similari t} to the innovator drug in terms of efficac). safet) and qual it) is guaranteed. 

The results provided further evidence that risk perceptions about generic prescription drugs 

depend on the medical condition being treated. This infom1ation may be usefu l for patient 

education. Pharmacists may need to provide additional information and reassurance ''hen 

dispensing a generic prescription drug that is used to treat a more serious medical condition. 

The results also provide preliminary support for the hypothesiLcd relationship between the 

risk consumers perceive in purchasing a generic prescription drug and the required cost 

savings. 
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auJi (2008) argued that the relationship bemeen percei\ ed risk and cost savings suggests 

that financial incenthes to purchase the generic \Crsion of a prescribed drug ma) be 

succc-.sful. e'en for people '" ho perceh c some risk in using a generic prescription drug. 

Ho,,ever. greater cost sa\ings rna) be nccessar) to convince consumers to purchase generic 

presaiption drugs with a percei\ ed higher risk. An interesting implication of thi s finding is 

that manufacturer::; of generic prescription drugs might be able to increase consumer 

purchases of their products by pricing generic drugs in a perceived high-risk category with 

greater cost savings over the brand name product. The results also suggest that relathely 

small differential copa}ments for brand name and generic drug products (e.g .• $5 for generic 

prescription drugs and $10 for brand name prescription drugs) may only be successful in 

persuading consumers to use generic prescription drugs for low-risk medical conditions. 

The results also suggested that even generous financial incentives may be unsuccessful in 

increasing generic prescription drug use for serious medical conditions. About 27% of 

respondents said they would refuse a generic version of a heart medication, no matter "hut 

the cost savings. An alternative strategy for increasing these consumers' purchases of generic 

prescription drug products is to modif) their risk perceptions. Phannacists potentiall) could 

do so by educating them about generic prescription drugs. However, further research is 

needed to better understand the factors that make some individuals unwilling to purchase 

generic prescription drugs. 

Stoppler and Barbara (2009) bring out an interesting secondal) observation from the study; 

that the medical condition being treated influenced cost savings even after accounting for the 

differences in the perceived risk of using a generic drug to treat that condition. This was 

apparent in the rav. data, as some people reported different amounts of cost savings for each 

medical condition despite having reported the same risk ratings across all five medical 

conditions. Perhaps individuals perceived prescription drug costs to be higher for treatments 

of more serious medical conditions, despite the considerable variability in the costs of 

prescription drugs used for the treatment of any given medical condition. For example, some 

heart medications are inexpensive and some cough and cold medications are expensive. 

Respondents also could have been considering the cost of a previously purchased 

prescription drug. 
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CIIAI,TER Til Rf:E 

RE EARCII METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

Thi chapter discu~scs the rele' ancc of rc earch mcthotlolog) and procedure~ chosen for this 

stud). firstl). methodological implications in descriptive research are discussed. after which 

an e:-..planation of the ample and the ''a) in \vhich the results ''ere obtained are presented. 

Th is follo\\ed by the description of the questionnaire used to collect responses from the 

sample. The chapter is concluded '' ith a description of the statistical procedures used in the 

anal)sis of the data, as \veil as a description of the research objectives. 

3.2 Resea rch Design 

This "as a descripti\C research design. According to Donald and Pamela (2003) and Bo)d. 

\\'c tfall and tasch ( 1990). descriptive research describes data and characteristics about the 

population or phenomenon being studied. This research \\Ould answer the questions of who. 

uhar. where, when and how of the subject area. A descriptive research is needed if the 

purpose of the study is to generate detai led information on key factors or attributes required 

to develop profiles of defined entities. This stud) is concerned " ith generating detailed 

information on the attitudes of the medical doctors at the Aga Khan Universit) Hospital. 

"lairobi regarding generic drugs. Kisyoka (2005). Belt (2005) and Awin)O (2008) have used 

this design in their academic researchers. 

3.3 Target Populatio n 

The population for this stud) comprised of medical doctors who work at the Aga Khan 

University Hospital, Nairobi. According to the Medical Directors office at the Aga Khan 

Un iversit) Hospital, there are 500 doctor::; who work/consult at the hospital. 

3.4 ampling Method 

The researcher targeted doctors who work at the Aga Khan Universit> hospital in Nairobi. 

The researcher targeted to get 50 doctors to complete the questionnaires. Convenient 
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sar ling \\as used. This targeted doctors who ''auld be n' ail able nt the time the re carch 

ass :ant~ are ;~llo'' ed to collect data nt the hospital. 

3.5 Oata Collection 1\lcthod 

The focu of the stud) ''as on attitude~ and perceptions. hence the importance of primary 

data. Prior to the commencement of the research. the rc care her '"ill 'bit the relevant 

institution to introduce herself to the concerned super\ isor and to seek consent to carr) out 

the research. 

The study used a semi-structured questionnaire. The questionnaire was structured in a way 

that allo\\cd the researcher to gather information that would satisfy the objectives of the 

stud). The questionnaire had both closed and open-ended questions. Part A of the 

que!>taonnaire gathered data on the profile of the respondents. Part B and C would elicit 

information that would answer the research questions for the study. The questionnaire ''ill 

primarily use a Likert-type scale. 

The researcher would identify assistant researchers at the hospital \\ho will admin i'iter the 

questionnaires on her behalf. The research assistants ''ill hO\\ever be trained and briefed on 

the purpose of the study and how to approach the respective doctors. 

The researcher would also foliO\\ up and drop the questionnaires to the Hospital Ward 

Administrators who assisted in giving out the questionnaires to the doctors "' ho attended to 

the patients in their wards. 

3.6 Data Analysis and pre e ntation 

Data anal)sis is the e:\traction of meaningful information lrom raw data. This imohcd 

editing. tabulation and computation of descriptive statistics. 

Data entry and analaysis was done using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 

and 'viicrosoft Excel. In the stud}' questions/statements "ere pre-coded. This make editing 

and tabu lating easy to carr} out (Saunders and Thornhill. 2007). The coding was done in 
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such a " ny that allo,., ed creation of data matrices that \\Ould be handled by the Statistical 
Package t~ •r Social Sciences (SPSS) and the Microsoft Excel. 

De~ripth;e statistics \\ere used to present the findings. The measures of central tendency that 
\\ere computed included the Mean Score. frequencies and percentages. This study used the 
mean score to assess the 'arious attributes of generic drugs b} the doctors. The mode "'ill 
assbt in determining the most favorable variable (\1ugenda and \1ugenda. 1999). Mean 
scores and percentages were computed as appropriate. The research results have been 
presented in Tables and charts" ith narrative explanations for each. 
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CHAPTER FOL'R 

FI~DI,GS A'D OISCL 10. ' 

.u Introduction 

This chapter discusses the lindings of the tUd) based on the annl)si:. and interpretation of 

primat) data collected from the respondent:, ''orking nt the Aga Khan Uni,crsit) Hospital 
(AKUH). The findings cover the profile of the rcc;pondcnts. the prescription of generic drugs 

and the factors as well as organi1ations that ha'c influenced the prescription of generic 

drugs. The findings are co\crcd in the ensuing c;ect1ons. 

4.1 Profile 

The researcher had targeted to inter\ie\\ 50 medical doctors at the Aga Khan Universit) 

Hospital. Out of this, 33 doctors responded to this study. representing a response rate of 66%. 

The profile of these respondents is covered in the section that follows. It covers their area of 

spt.-cialt). years of practice. period ''orkcd at Aga Khan Uni,ersity llospital. gender, age. and 

education level. 

4.2.1 Area of pecialt) 

As represented in Figure 3, almost four out every ten respondents arc general practitioners, 

" hile 27°/o indicated that they are ph)sicians. 15% pediatricians. 12% 

obstetricians g)necologist and only 4% card iologists. 

Figure 3 - Area of specia lty 
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· ·u rce: Rc,earch Data 

4.2.2 Yea r.. of practice 

Mnioritv (73%) of the respondents indicated that the> ha\e practiced in the medical 

pr tess· n fora period of6-IO )ears as indicated in Figure 4. 

fi~ure .t - \cars of practice 

Years of practice 
80 

60 

40 

20 

3-5 years 6-lOyears Over lOyears 

ou rce: Re earch Data 

Those who ha\ e practiced beh\een for 3-5 }Cars \\ere 12%. On the other hand 15% indicated 

that the} have over I 0 years of practice. 

4.2.3 Period \\Orked at the hospital 

Slightly over half ofthe respondents indicated that they have worked with the hospital for a 

period of 3-5 )Cars (Figure 5). 

Figure 5 - Period worked at the hospital 
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Period worked at the hospital 

l~ss than 1 yur 1·2 years 3·5 years 

urce: Re earch Data 

Almost 3 uut of e\Cr) I 0 respondents indicated that the) ha\c ''orked "ith the Aga "han 
Ho pi tal tor a period of less than I ) ear. rhose "' ho have worked for 1-2 )Cars were 12% and 
6°o for a period of over I 0 )ears. 

4.2A Gender 

In terms of gender split, 70% of the respondents were male while the rest (30%) \\Cre female 
as shown in Figure 6. 

figure 6- Gender 

GENDER 

Source: Research Data 

4.2.5 Age 

.MALE 
O FEMALE 

Based on analysis by age, all the doctors that responded to this study were aged over 31 years 
and abo\'e (Figure 7). Four out of ever) ten respondents are aged between 31 and 40 years. 
55% between 41 and 50 years and 6% over 50 years. 
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Fi"ure i- Age distribution 

Age 

Up to 20 21-30 years 31-40 years 41·50 years Over 50 
~~ ~B 

"urce: Re earch Data 

4.1.6 Education lc,el 

The respondents to this stud) ha"c a minimum of undergraduate level of education. 79% 

indicated that their highest education lc\ cl is up to degree le' el. '' hllc 21% indicated the} 
ha\t~ a funher postgraduate qualification (Figure 8). 

figure 8- Education level 

Education level 

ource: Rc carcb Data 

4.3 A"arcoe s of Generic Drugs 

• Postgraduate degree 

CJ Undergraduate degree 

The study had also sought to establish how the doctors got to kno'' about generic drugs. 

The} \\ere asked to indicate the extent to which different communication channels made 

them a''are of the generic drugs. The researcher \\aS interested in determining the extent to 

\\ hich different communication channels were used to make the doctors aware of the generic 
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dru . This was mea ured in \\Q) of a ti,c-point l.ikcn calc. \\here re pondent \\ere 

required to indicate the e:-..tcnt to" hich dificrcnt communication channel \\Crc u cd. 

The range was ·vcr) Large E\tcnt'(:-,) to ·No Extent at all' (I). J he scorcsof·No F:\tcnt' and 

· .. :II Extent' ha\e been taken to present a medium that b u c<.l to a small C\tcnt (~I ) in 

communicating the generic drugs to doctor::. (equhalcnt to mean score of 0 to 2.5 on the 

continuous Likert scale: (0..... l <2.5). r he scores to •'J o Some E\tcnt' ha\ e been taken to 

represent a medium that is used to a moderate extent (M.E.} in communicating the generic 

drugs to doctors (equivalent to a mean score of 2.5 to 3.5 on the continuous Likert scale: 

2.5.SM.E. <3.5}. The score of both ·Large Cxtent' and ·Very Large rxtent' ha' e been taken 

to represent a medium that ic; used to Large E\.tent (L.£:..) in the market (equi,alcnt to a mean 

score of 3.5 to 5.0 on a continuous Likert scale: 3.5< L.E. <5.0). 'I his categorization has been 

used to interpret the findings in this section and the ensuing rclc' ant sections. 

Table 2 indicates the extent to which the different channels were used. 

Table 2 - Media used 

Media u age Mean score out of 5 

a) Medical Representatives 3.73 
-b) Continuous Medical education (CMF) 3.45 

c) Word of Mouth 3.06 
I I Local/international conferences I d) 2.79 
r----
e) Pharmaceutical journals 2.55 
- . 
f) 1 Magazmes 2.35 
- · g) ,e,,sletters 2.27 

h) 1\e,,spapers 1.27 

Source: Research Data 

Overall it can be noted that only one channel, medical representatives that was scored 3.73 is 

used to a large extent in communicating generic drugs to doctors. The channels that arc used 

to a moderate extent include Continuous Medical Education (CME) at 3.45; \\Ord of mouth 

(3.06): local I international conferences (2.79) and pharmaceutical journals (2.55). 
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4 .~ \ttitude and Perceptions of generic dru~ 

One of the objecti\ e of this ~tud~ ''as to e~tabJi..,h the perception and attitude to,, ani 

generic drugs that arc aHlilablc at the A!!a Khan Unhcr it) llo pita! (AKUII). I hi has been 

presented in 'arious sub- ection:. that co\ cr recommendation of the generic drugs. reason~ 

for recommendation and under the marketing Ps of product. pi :lee. pricing and promotion. 

4.4.1 Generic drug recommendation 

One of the aspects that the study sought to undertake was to find out ''hen doctors had last 

made a prescription before. when and the reasons for the same. 

All the respondents indicated that they have recommended the usage of gl!neric drugs before 

(Table 3). \\hen asked to indicate the last time that the doctors had made the prescription. six 

out of e\ery ten respondents mdicated that the} had made the prescription on the particular 

da} that the) \\ere completing the questionnaires. 

Table 3 - Last time prescription was done 

Last time the prescription was done 

a) I Today 
-

b) Yesterday 
r-----
c) r This week 

d) Last one week 

e) Last one month 

Grand Total 

Source: Research Data 

Frequenc) 

19 

10 
-

8 

0 

0 

33 

Per centage 

58 

30 
--

t-

12 

0 

0 

100 

On tile other hand, three out of ever) ten respondents indicated th:lt they had given a 

p~ription of a generic drug the previous da) and the rest ( 12%) within the course of the 

\\eek. 

The respondents v.cre also asked to indicate the main reasons that made them prescribe 

generic drugs. The findings are indicated in Table 4. These findings indicate that medical 
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doctors prescribe generic medicines on a regular {dail)) b:tsi and hence reinforce the 

perception that generic medicinc:s arc in a larger bit u cc.J than the branded drugs. 

T ble ~ - Rea on for prescribing generic drug 

Reason for pr~c 

a) 1 E.asil) available 

ribing the generic drug Frcquenc) Percentage 
·-20 57 

-
-

- -nnacisb b) Introduced by pha 13 37 

c) Cheap alternative to the branded 2 6 
- -- -Total 35 100 

-urce: Research Data 

tajorit) (57°/o) of the re:spondents indicated that generic drugs \\ere easily available. \\ hilc 

37o/o indicated that it is because they \\ere introduced b) the pharmacies and onl} 6°/o 

indicating that the} were cheap. It can be argued that availability of a product can easil} cltcit 

its use. 

4.4.2 Product benefit 

Another anal)sis on the attitudes and perceptions was done based on the \arious Ps of 

marl\eting. In this anal)sis, the respondents \\ere asked to agree with various statements that 

tou..:hed on the product features and benefits of generic drugs. The results are indicated in 

Table 5. 

Table 5 - Product benefits 

I Product bene fit Mean score out of 5 

a) Generic drugs are cost effective 4.24 
--

b) Generic drugs arc of high qualit) 3.67 

c) Generic drugs arc as effective as branded drugs 3.55 

d) Generic drugs packaging material is attractive 3.39 

ource: Research Data 
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Q\crallthe respondents to a large extent agreed that generic drugs are cost effecthc (4.24). 

ofhigh qualit) (3.67) and are etTecti~c a-. the branded drug {3.55). llo,,e,er the onl) benefit 

statement that ''as agreed to a moderate extent \\as their packuging materials being uttrncti\ e 

(3.39). The findings therefore can be interpreted to mean that generic are as effccti-.c us the 

branded ones and this increase~ their (genenc drugs) acccptaoilit) and usage. 

4.4.3 Place/Di tribution 

In terms of place/distribution a~pccts. the rcspondenb to a large C\.tcnt agreed on the tact that 

generic brands penetrate the pharmaceutical market due to aggresshe marketing (4 .12): 

many brands of generic drugs are avai table for ever} innovator drug (3.49) and most 

pharmaceutical outlets prefer to stock and sell generic brands because of higher profit 

marl!ins (3.46). 

Table 6- Place (Distribution) 

Place /Service aspect I Mean core out of S 
-

a) Generic brands rapidl) penetrate the pharmaceutical market due to 4.12 

aggressi\e marketing 

b) Man) brands of generic drugs are available for ever)' inno\ator 3.49 

drug 

c) Most phannaceutical outlets prefer to stock and sell generic brands 3.46 

because of higher profit margins 

d) Generic drugs are easily found in many phannaceutical outlets 
. 
627 

Source: Research Data 

The only aspect that they moderatcl) agreed was the statement that generic drugs are easily 

found in pharmaceutical outlets at a mean score of 3.27 out 5. 

4.4.4 Pri cing 

The respondents were asked to indicate the extent to v.hich they agreed on two aspects that 

related to pricing. As indicated in Table 7. the respondents to a larger extent agreed that 

generic drugs are cheaper than branded ones while the) to a moderate extent agreed that 

generic drugs offer value for money. 
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Table 7 - Pricing 

Pricing a pect 

Generic drugs arc cheaper than branded drug!> 

Generic drugs ofler 'value for monc) 

ource: Re earch Data 

~A.S Promotion 

Mean score out of 5 

3.67 

3.33 

In tenns of promotion, the respondents were asked to indicate promotion acti\ ities that arc 

used to promote the generic drugs. f-ree samples had the highest mean score of 4.29 out 5 

imp I) ing that the) are used to a large C:\tent (Table 8). This was follO\\Cd b) sponsorships 

and CME programs at a mean score of 4 out of 5 each, an indication that the) \\ere also used 

to a large extent. 

Table 8-Promotion aspects 

P romotion I crvice aspects Mean !!core out of 5 

a) Free samples 4.29 

b) Sponsorships 4.00 

c) Continuous Medical Education (CME) 4.00 

d) Generic drugs are promoted through giveaways 3.87 

e) Generic drugs arc promoted through personal selling 3.73 

f) There are a variety of gifts for generic drugs 3.48 

g) Write ups 3.07 

h) Generic drugs are well advertised 3.07 

Source: Re earch Data 

Promotion through givea,,ays and personal selling were al so indicated as used to a large 

extent. On the other hand. "rite-ups and ad.,ertising are used to a moderate extent. 1 he 

O\erall observation is that the manufacturers of generic brands '"ant their customers to have 

as much infonnation as possible, hence reducing information asymmetry, thereby reducing 

the information gap between the consumer and the product. 
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.t5 - lofluenccs on the u age of generic drugs 

The other objecti\e of the study was to establish "hat influences the u<>agc of generic drugs. 

The influences \\ere looked at in t\\O aspects i.e. the factors and also bodks that influence the 

usage of generic drugs. 

4.5.1- Factor that influence the u age of generic drugs 

Table 9 sho\\s the extent to "hich \arious factors influence the usage of drugs. Hospital 

lormular} (4.33) is considered as a factor to a large c:-,.tent. This \\as foiJo,,cd b) 

experience'' ith a particular drug (4.18), origin of a particular drug (4.12): insurance 

co, erage of Lhe patient (3.76) and patients influencing themselves (3.42). All these were 

considered to influence the usage of generic drugs to a large extent. 

Table 9 - Factors influencing usage of drugs 

,..- I 

Factor I Mean score out of 5. 

a) 1 Hospital formulary I 4.33 

b) Experience" ith a particular drug 4.18 

c) Origin of generic drugs 4.12 

d) Insurance coverage of patient 3.76 

I e) Patients themselves 3.42 

Source: Research Data 
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..S.5.2- Bodies that influence prescription of generic dru~ 

The influence of other bodies on the prescription of the generic drugs ''as done. Largel) it 

can be argued that the organiLations to a moderate extent inlluencc the prc:-.cription of drugs 

as indicated in Table I 0. 

Table 10- Bodies that influence prescription of generic drugs 

I Organiza tion bOd) Mean \core out of 5 
-

a) 1 FDA (Food and Drug Administration US) 3.06 

b) 1 MHRA (Medicines and llealthcare Products Regulator) Agenc) UK) 3.00 

c) \\ HO (World Health Organization) 2.73 

d) CGMP (Current Good Manufacturing Practices for Drugs) 2.46 

e) I MCA (Medicines Control Agency) 2.36 

t) MCC (Medicines Control Council- S.A.) 2.00 

Source: Rc earch Data 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

UMMARY, CONCLUSIO AND RECOMME 'OATIO 

5.1 J otroductioo 

Thi chapter pro\ ides the summar_> of the study lindings. conclusions and recommendations 

arising. The chapter concludes with the limitation to the study and suggestions for further 

stud). 

The stud} had two objectives. The first one sought to assess medical doctor'>· perceptions and 

ani tudes tO\\ards generic drugs. As far as the first object I\ c is concerned. the 'itudy rc\ cakd 

that doctors generally viewed generic drugs as being cost ciTectivc. of h1gh qual it). and ns 

effective as the branded drugs. Doctors also believe that man} generic drugs brands are 

available for every innovator brand. 

The second objective sought to establish the factors which influence the prescription of 

generic drugs. Cost effectiveness. availability, llospital formular}. e~periencc with a 

part cular drug, origin of a particular drug. insurance coverage of the patient. and patients' 

own inclination were considered to influence the usage of generic drugs to a large extent. 

Analyzing the results along the Marl-.eting \II ix Model, the beiO\\ obscn ntions "ere made: 

Product benefit 

There are five key product features that influence positioning of a product/service. 1 hesc are 

conformance qualit}, durabilit). reliabilit). reparability and design. The overall observation 

is that the perception on the generic drugs as a product is almost positioned similar to 

branded drugs. The attitudes and perceptions based on product benefits indicated that the 

respondents to a large extent agreed that generic drugs arc cost effective, of high quality, and 

are effective as the branded drugs. llowever the only benefit aspect that the} moderatcl) 

agreed to '"'as packaging materials that they indicated arc attractive. The findings generally 

therefore reflect the practice in the marketing of generic drugs is marketed under a non

proprietar) or approved name rather than a proprietary or brand name. Generic drugs are also 

perceived to be frequently as effective as, but much cheaper than. brand-name drugs. 
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Place/D1 tribwion 

In term of rlace/distribution aspects. the respondents to a large extent agreed on the lttctthat 

generic brands penetrate the pharmaceutical market due to aggrcssi\ie marketing. llo\\C\ cr. 

the onl~ aspect that the~ moderate!) agreed "as that generic drugs are easil> lound in 

pharmaceutical outlets. 

Pncin~ 

Th ~:: re ron dents were asked to indicate the e\tent to ''hich they agreed on t\\0 a'ipccb that 

related to pricing. The respondents to a larger e\tent agrl!cd that generic drugs arc cheaper 

than branded ones "hile they to a moderate e\tent agrl!cd that that generic drugs offer value 

for mone). These findings indicate that produce!"'> and marketers of generic drugs usc 

marketing penetration strategies. 

Promotion 

Various promotion activities arc used to promote generic drugs. Free samples arc used to a 

large extent, followed b)' sponsorships and Continuous Medical Education programs. 

Personal selling and give~m ays \\ere also indicated as being used to a large e\tent. On the 

other hand, \Hite ups and gifts are used to a moderate e'\tent. fhe findings general!} denote 

that marketers of this product use push promotion strategies (Kotler, 2003) 

5.2 Limita tion of the Stud ) 

This study co,ered doctors at the Aga Khan universit) llospital in Nairobi. In as much some 

of ·he doctors rna} be consulting for other hospitals, taking a sample from the Aga Khan 

Uni,ersity Hospital might not be representative to enable the results be generalized. 

5..3 Reco mmendations 

If generic drugs are to become an integral part of the government's strategy tO\\ards 

reduction of the economic burden of healthcare for its citi.lens, it is imponant that the 

gO\emment give special anention to the factors that affect their use. 
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To po!>ith el) influence the prescription of generic drug . Medical doctors need to be more 

infonned about the qual it~ of generic drug and their manutncturcrs. fhis ''ill ghc medical 

doctors more confidence'' hen prescribing generic drugs. Thb could be achie\ cd b) adopting 

policies that allow on I) drugs from companies '' ith certification from International llcahh 

Agencies to make it through the S)Stcm. 

Generic drug manufacturing companies need to pay special attention tO\\ards personal selling 

trategies. and increase the sampling of their products 

Financial organizations like insurance agencies could be encouraged to include cover for 

generic drugs over branded ones. so as to encourage their prescription and inclusion in 

hospital formularies. 

o, erall, reassuring the members of the health communit) about the quality, effectiveness and 

economic advantage of generic drugs ''ill great!) atlcct their prcscrip;ion. and allow the 

countf) to reap the benefits of good healthcare at IO\\Cr cost. 

As the government of Kenya works reducing the economic burden of heallhcarc on its 

citizens, towards one its goals of vision 2030 

SA uggcstioos fo r further research 

The study was based on respondents ''orking at the Aga Khan Universit} llospital in 

Nairobi. A much broader and more inclusive research that would cover other hospitals and 

members of the healthcare communit) would give us more insights on how generic drugs arc 

percei\ ed and the various factors that influence their use 
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APPE DIX l - LETTER - PERl\11 10' TO CO~DLCT TUOY 

The Medical Director 
The Aga Khan University Hospital 

,airobt 

Dear Sir. 

RE: PERMISSION TO CONDUCT ST UDY 

L ni"cr it) ofNnirobi 
\d1•>0l of Businc!>s 
Ol!panmcnt oft\tarketing 
P. 0 . BOX "'0 197 
NAIROBI 

27 September 20 I 0 

I am a postgraduate stud em at the L nivcrsity of Nairobi, at the School of Business. In order 
to fu lfill the degree requirement. I am undertaking a management research project on 
attitudes tO\\ards generic drugs. r he study is entitled: 

"Perceptio11s a11d attitudes towards ge11eric drugs: The case of medical 
doctors at the Ago Kha11 University Hospital" 

This is to kind!) request you to permit me to collect the data needed for my research. 1 he 
research will be carried out by requesting doctors practicing at the hospital to answer the 
attached questionnaire. 

The information/data provided will be used exclusively for academic purposes. My 
supervisor and I assure you that the information collected will be treated with strict 
confidence. 

Your kind consent will be highly appreciated. 

Than[..; )Oll in advance. 

Yours faithfully, 

Prof. J(jbera 

tudent upenisor 



APPE~DIX 2 - I. 'TRODLCTORY LEliER 

Dear Respondent, 

RE: COLLECTION OF SURVEY DATA 

L ni\ crsit) of Nairobi 
s~hool ofBusinc::.s 
D~.:panmcnt of Marketing 
P. 0 . BOX 30197 
NAIROBI 

27 September 20 I 0 

I am a postgraduate student at the University of~airobi, at the School of Business. In order 
to fulfill the degree requirement, I am undertaking a management research project on 
attitudes towards generic drugs. The stud> is entitled: 

"Perceptions and attitudes towards generic drugs: The case of medical 
doctors at the Ago Khan Ho pita/" 

You have been selected to form part of this study. This is to kind I) request you to assist me 
collect the data b> filling out the accompan)ing questionnaire. 

The infonnation 'data )OU pro' ide ''ill be used e\.clu~iH!I) for academic purposes. 1) 
supervisor and I assure you that the information you give ''ill be treated with strict 
confidence. At no time will your name appear in m) report. 

Your cooperation will be high I> appreciated. 

Thank you in advance. 

Yours faithful!), 

'azila Prof. Kibcru 

Student 
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APPE 'DIX 3 - QUE TIO~ AIRE 

ECTIO~ A - ORGA~I ATIO~ Ai'll> REPOSJ>O~OF~l I'ROHLE 

1) Name (optional):. ____________ _ 

2) Area of specialt> : (Tick that applic~) 

a) Cardiologist 

b) General practitioner 

c) Physician 

d) Surgeon 

e) Obstetrician/g)'nccologist 

f) Any other (speci f}) 

3) Yean. of practice experience: (Tick that applies) 

a) Less than I }ear 

b) 1-2 }ears 

c) 3-5 }ears 

d) 6-10 >ear~ 

e) Over I 0 )Cars 

4) Length of time that you have worked in the hospital: (Tick that applies) 

a) Less than I year 

b) l-2years 

c) 3-5 years 

d) 6-1 0 years 

e) Over I 0 years 

5) Your gender? (Tick that applies) 

a) Female 

b) Male 

Ill 

l I 
[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ 1 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

r 1 
[ ] 

[ ) 
[ ) 



\\hat is ) OUr age bracket? (Tick a applicable) 

a) Up to 20 )Cars 

b) 21-30 )ears 

c) 31- 40 )Cars 

d) 41 -50 }Cars 

e) O'er 50 )Cars 

- ) What is )OUr highest Je, el of education? 

a) Undergraduate Degree 

b) Postgraduate Degree 

c) Others (specify)---------------

• ECTION 8 - AWARENESS OFGE ERIC DRLG. 

[ 1 
r 1 
[ J 
[ ] 

[ 1 

[ 1 
[ ] 

8) Companies that manufacture and market generic drugs use different methods to raise 
3\\areness on the same. To ''hat e\tent did you get to kno'" about generic drugs from the 
fc Jlo,, ing media? 

I (S) I <4> (3) (2) (1) 

Media usage Very Large Large Moderate mall Not at 

extent e~tent exten t c~tent all 
-

a) Continuous Medical 

I education (CM ~ 
b) \1edical journals 

c) Pharmaceutical 
journals 

d) Local/international 
l conferences 

e) I Newspapers 

f) Newsletters 

g) Magazines 

h) 1 Word of Mouth 

i) 1 Medical 
re~esentatives 

i) Other (Please 
specify) 
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AGE OF GE:\ERIC ORLG. 

9) Have you ever recommended the usage o f any generic drug? 

a) Yes [ ] b) No [ ] c) Not sure [ ] 

10) If your answer to QIO above is yes. when is the last time that you prescribed u generic 

drug? 

~ T~ey ] 

b) Yesterday [ 1 
c) This week [ J 

d) Last one week l 
e) Last one month [ J 

f) Any other (please indicate) 

11) lfyour answer to QIO above is yes, what made you prescribe the generic drug? 

a) It was the only one available for the ailment I ''as treating [ ] 

b) The drug is on trial ( 

c) The drug had been introduced to me by a pharmacist [ ] 

d) My friends/colleagues in the profession have also recommended it [ ] 

e) An) other (please indicate) ----------

12) Please indicate the extent that yo u agree ''ith the folio" ing Product Benefit statements 

of generic drugs? 

I (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 

Product/Service aspect Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 

I agree Disagree 

a) Generic drugs are of high 
quality 

b) Generic drugs packaging 
material is attractive 

c) Generic drugs are cost effective 

d) Generic drugs are as effective 
as branded drugs 

e) Any other (please 
indicate) 
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13) Please indicate the e\tent that }OU agree '' ith the fo lio'' ing statements in regard to 
Oi t ribution o f generic drugs? 

(5) (4) (3) I (2) I ( I ) 

Place I ervice aspect tro ngly Agree ~eutra l Di'a~rcc . trongly 

agr ee Oi agree 

a) Generic drugs are easily 
found in many 
pharmaceutical outlets 

b) Many brands of generic 
drugs are available for every 
innovator drug 

c) Generic brands rapidly 
penetrate the pharmaceutical 
market due to aggressive 
marketing 

d) I Most pharmaceutical outlets 
prefer to stock and sell 
generic brands because of 
higher _Qrofit margins 

e) I Any other (please 
indicate) 

14) Please indicate the extent that you agree with the following statements in regard to 
Pricing of generic drugs? 

(5) (4) (3) (2) ( I) 

Pricing/ e rvice aspect S trongly Agree cut ra t Disagree trongly 

ag ree Disagree 

a) Generic drugs are cheaper 
than branded drugs 

b) Generic drugs otTer value 
for money 

c) Any other ( please 
indicate} 
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I S)PJeasc indicate rhc extent that ~ ou agree "ith the fo lio\\ ing tatcmcnts in regard to 
Promotion of generic drugs? 

(S} I (4) I (3 ) I <2> I ( I ) 

ion /Sen ice Pro mot 

a pect 

Generic 
ad\ertise 

trongl) A~ree .:\eu t raJ Disagree Stron~l) 

b) Generic 
promote 
\\a s 

drugs are \\ell 
d 
drugs are 
d through give a 

c) There ar e a variet) of gifts 
for enc ric drugs 

d) Generic 
promote 
sellin, 

drugs are 
d through personal 

c) Write up s 

f) Continu ous Medical 
Educatio n {CME) 

g) Sponsor ships 

h) Free sam pies 

er (please i) An) oth 
indicate) 

agree I Disagree 
-

I 

16) To what extent do the fo llowing factors influence the writing of prescriptions for generic 
drugs? 

- -
' (5) (4) (3) (2) (1 ) 

Factor Very Large Neutral mall VCr] 

large CA tent c:\tent small 

extent e~tcnt 

- -
a) Patients themselves 

b) Insurance coverage of patient, 
- -

c) Hospital fonnulary 

d) Origin of generic drugs (Africa. 
India China. Europe and any 

e) 
other} 
E~periencc with a particular I drug 

f) An) other ( please 
indicate) 
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1 i) To " hut extent do the lo llo\\ ing bodies arlcct the prescriptions lbr generic drugs? 

1- -- -
(5) <-'> (3) (2} ( I ) 

Organi1ation body \ ·cl") Large 'icutml mall Vel")' 

I large extent extent small 

extent c.xtent 
~ -a) \\ HO (World llealth 

I , Orcani7ation) 
b) f FDA (Food and Drug 

Administration - US) 
1--------+-

c) MHRA (\11edicines and 
~llhcare Products Regulatory 
1 ency - UK) _ 

) CA (Medicines Control 
Agency) 
~\11P (Current Good 
~cturing Practices for 

Medicines Control 
Council S.A.) 

g) I Any other ( please 
indicate) 

18) Please share any other comments about generic drugs that you may have? 

Thank you f or taking time to complete the que.Hiomwire. 
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